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The primary focus of this study is to evaluate the
Microfilm Office's mission, productivity and cost effective¬
ness. However, this office cannot be examined properly
without reference to the ultimate goal of a microfilm
operation: to support a records management program. Thus,
the scope of this analysis includes an examination of the
issues related to the establishment of a records management
system for the city, as well as specific recommendations
on operational changes to be effected in the microfilm
office.
The problems that continue to plague the City's
Microfilm Operations are the: inability of many city
agencies to store records and implement proper referencing
systems for documents of legal, fiscal, historical and
administrative value; city's inability to abide by state
laws that mandate the development and implementation of a
records retention program for over a decade; lack of effort
on the part of city government to upgrade the Microfilm
Division's operation in every aspect - this includes the
need to install new equipment, add more personnel and
acquire additional working space.
The study is significant because it illustrates how
the implementation of an efficient records management program
could bring about increased government efficiency and better
use of city resources. However, such results can not occur
unless the productivity and cost-effectiveness of the
Microfilm Office can be improved through adequate staffing
equipment changes and use of a service bureau.
The main sources of information were obtained from
correspondences, budget manuals of the City of Atlanta, and
previous studies relevant to the subject matter that were
analyzed. The primary data collection techniques utilized
in this study were mainly interviews with heads of various
departments and agencies of the city and participant
observation. A variety of secondary data was obtained
from books, periodicals and unpublished materials.
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The development of a records management system for any
governmental or private institution is dependent upon the
analysis of many other essential factors that may be
responsible for its evolution. During the course of a study
conducted by the former Office of Budget, Audit and Manage¬
ment, two primary areas were focused upon: (1) the City's
Microfilming operations and the important role it has on the
maintenance and preservation of records, and (2) the impact
that the development of a records management system would
have on the City of Atlanta's government.
The two areas mentioned above are very much inter¬
related and serve as integral denominators in discussing the
main topic involved - a records management program. A
records management program is the application of management
techniques to the creation, utilization, maintenance,
retention, preservation and disposal of records undertaken
to reduce costs and improve record keeping.^ Also, records
management can be defined as the systematic control of
paperwork records - whether on paper (as forms, written
instructions and correspondence), microfilm or computer tape
^Institute for Urban Research and Service, Georgia
State University, Proposal to Implement a Records Management
Program for the City of Atlanta; September 23, 1976.
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from their creation through maintenance and use in active
and inactive files, including their retreival when needed
2
and to their final disposition or achival retention.
Nevertheless, a records management system will go
beyond questions relating to the microfilm activity and will
encompass the more significant issues of identifying documents
with administrative, legal, fiscal and historical value. It
will provide for protection of public records, efficient
government operation, more productive use of office space,
timely removal of docimients to centralized long term storage
and monitored destruction of records. Therefore, only a
properly designed and implemented records management program
can determine which records should be microfilmed in order
to provide the greatest benefit to the user compared with
the cost of microfilming. For these reasons, the objectives
of the study are to determine if the city should continue to
provide microfilm services through use of city personnel or
contract with a private service company for this function,
and to determine the optimum level of staff and equipment if
the service is to be performed by the city. In addition,
the purpose of this study is to specify the various alter¬
natives available to the City of Atlanta's Microfilm Office
that will improve its productivity and effectiveness and
lead to the establishment of a records management program.
2
E.T. Hogan, Administrative Assistant (Records Manage¬
ment) Fulton County, 27 February 1973; Inter Office
Memorandum.
II. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
The Internship Agency
The writer participated in a cost effectiveness
analysis study which was conducted on the City of Atlanta's
Microfilm Division while interning at the former Bureau of
Budget Policy and Evaluation (BBPE). However, due to the
inauguration in 1982, of the new mayor and his plan to
re-organize city government, this agency has since undergone
some major changes. Because the intern's primary duties were
mainly performed within the Bureau of Budget Policy and
Evaluation, this agency's functions will be delineated.
The Bureau of Budget Policy and Evaluation (BBPE) was
originally created during the re-organization Ordinance of
1974. It was once an office located within the Department of
Budget and Planning where the Bureau of Planning served as
its cotinterpart. Its primary duties were directed towards the
preparation of the city's annual budget. BBPE also worked in
conjunction with the Department of Finance, providing techni¬
cal assistance to the city departments in the preparation
and analysis of their requested budgets. In conducting this
activity effectively, it was necessary to perform the follow¬
ing on an ongoing basis: management and program analysis,
examine and audit accounts, departmental program monitoring
3
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and review, performance evaluation, input for the Community
3
Development and legislative analysis.
In July 1982, this office was re-organized under the
administration of Mayor Andrew Young, and became the Office
of Budget, Audit and Management (OBAM). As a result of the
re-organization, the Microfilm Division was placed within
this office, along with the Office of Management Systems.
The major objectives of the OBAM office during the remaining
year of 1982 were specified as follow:
- To prepare the Executive Budget by December 1
- To assist department managers in analyzing
staffing patterns, operational procedures
and organizational structures which may
result in recommendations for organizational
changes to improve program management and
service delivery
- To participate in special projects as
requested
- To review and track executive and legislative
branch initiated legislation before Coimcil,
to include an administrative review of grant
applications
- To monitor and track activities and expendi¬
tures of Community Development Block Grant
projects.4
Because of the mayor's objective was to cut out
xmnecessarily fmctioning offices and eliminate the numerous
divisions that comprised city government, the OBAM office
went through its final reorganization. In January of 1983,
an outline of proposed charter amendment adjustments was
3Office of the Mayor, The Recommended Budget Manual,
1982 (Atlanta, Georgia: Bureau of Budget Policy Evaluation,
TW2) , p. 142.
^Ibid.
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issued by the City Council of Atlanta. In general, the
ordinance and charter amendment Called for the rearrangement
and revision of departmental locations and functions. Such
an action ordered by City Council, adhered to Mayor Young's
reorganization plan. Briefly stated, the ordinance
specified the names of the executive branch of city
government, adjudicating departmental duties and defining
the internal organization of each department. The amended
ordinance was adopted June 22, 1983, which repealed previous
legislation adopted in March of 1974. Sections of the said
ordinance were to substitute certain amendments of the City
of Atlanta specified in the Georgia Laws Act of 1973 (see
Appendix A).^
The major adjustments that the OBAM Office had
undergone provided for the unification of the budget process
and functions by transferring the principal duties assigned
to this office to the Department of Finance. As a result,
the records management/microfilm function was transferred
to the Department of Administrative Services in the Bureau
of General Services. Consequently, all management system
planning ftinctions were transferred to the Office of
Management Systems. Due to the major adjustments ordered
by legislative action, the Department of Finance
^Atlanta, Georgia, City Ordinance and Charter Amendments
(1983).
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incorporated the following Bureaus:
(1) Bureau of Budget and Management Analysis
(2) Bureau of Programming and Performance Evaluation
(3) Bureau of Accounting and Budget Administration
(4) Bureau of Treasury, Licensing and Employee
Benefits
(5) Bureau of Financial Analysis and Auditing
The functions and duties of the Bureau of Budget and
Management Analysis and the Bureau of Programming and Per¬
formance Evaluation are not exactly the same as those that
were once performed by the former Bureau of Budget Policy
and Evaluation and the Office of Budget Audit and Management.
Internship Experience
The writer interned as a Management Analyst Assistant
from June to September 1982 in the former Bureau of Budget
Policy and Evaluation (BBPE). Along with a team that
consisted of a budget analyst, a financial analyst and the
supervisor of the Microfilm Division, the writer assisted
in conducting a cost effectiveness analysis study on the
City of Atlanta's Microfilm Division. The analysis
involved: (1) identifying the problems that prevented the
Division from operating effectively, (2) working within the
Division to become familiar with its operations and to gain
insight into the problems involved, (3) interviewing of city
departmental heads or representatives that either utilized
the Division's services, housed their own microfilming
7
facilities, or did not utilize the services at all, (4)
constructing and distributing questionnaires to all city
departments to find out what percentage were aware of the
services rendered by the Division, (5) collecting and
compiling data in the form of a report gathered from the
Division's records, other similiar studies, personal
interviews, research and seminars, and (6) visiting other
services bureaus that rendered similiar services as that of
the DFivision, which was to be used as a basis of comparison.
Although the intern's primary duties were largely performed
within the BBPE office, work experience was also obtained
from the City's Microfilm Division. Within this Division,
the intern's primary duties were to become familiar with
the functions of the various micrographic technology that
the Division utilized and actually participated in the
procedures of transferring hard copy material onto microfilm.
A description of this division's functions and responsi¬
bilities is provided below.
The City of Atlanta's Microfilm Division
Up until June 1982, the City's Microfilm Office was
contained in the Microfilm and Miscellaneous Services
Division of the Office of General Services. In addition to
Microfilm operations, this division also housed the mailroom
and quick copy operations. This office's function.is to
provide microfilming, mailing and quick copy services to all
city departments.
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Basically, the Microfilm Division's purpose is to
provide City agencies with better file intergration, save
space and retreival time, minimize paper cost and provide
for security of records. In general, the Microfilm
Division's major objectives for each fiscal year are as
follows:
- to reduce record retreival time city-wide
- to reduce hard copy files city-wide by
microfilming for efficient record keeping
- to provide security for records
- to reduce computer printouts generated by
operating departments6
It should be pointed out once again that there have
been laws mandating the city to establish a records manage¬
ment program. In response to the Georgia Records Act of
1972 and an ordinance passed by the City Council, the
Microfilm Division came into existence.
It was stated earlier that during the establishment
of the records retention program, the Division was placed
\xnder the jurisdiction of the Office of General Services.
However, during the reorganization period under Mayor Young,
the microfilm operations were separated from these other
fxmctions and placed in the Office of Budget, Audit and
Management. Under the latest reorganization, the Division's
functions have been transferred from the OBAM office to the
Department of Administrative Services, Bureau of General
g
Office of the Mayor, The Recommended Budget Manual,




Nevertheless, the Division has the responsibility for
photographing documents in their original state into
microfilm for departments and city agencies. Several formats
are provided to accomodate every type of city document
generated. The formats that the city's Microfilm Division
utilizes are divided into two components: Source document
microfilming operation and computer output microfilming
(COM) unit operation. Source document microfilming entails
the transfer of visual information on paper (correspondence,
reports, forms, maps, plans, computer printouts) to
microscopic images on microfilm.^ COM production is a
process which transfers data from magnetic tape to microfilm
or microfiche.^
To better understand the city's microfilming operation
as a whole, a detailed discussion of the problems that exist
from the past and the present operations will be discussed.
Consequently, the COM and source document microfilming
operations will be fully explained. Further in the paper,
the problems that result from the lack of personnel,
obsolete equipment and decentralization are also discussed.
Finally, the alternatives available to make a decision on
^Robert Maedke, Paul Robek and William Brown, Informa¬
tion and Records Management: Microfilm Technology (Chicago:
Glenco Press, 1974), p. 401.
®Ibid.
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each of the Division's individual problems are included in
the cost and recommendation sections.
Computer Output Microfilm (COM) Operation
One component of the city's microfilm office is the
COM operation. COM is a system of microfilming which uses
specialized equipment to record alphanumeric or graphic data
on microfilm directly from the computer tape, thus eliminat-
9
ing the paper printout. This is a process that records
computer generated information as microscopic images on roll
or sheet film.
To get an idea of the COM processes utilized by the
City's Microfilm Division, the following steps portray its
operation. In addition, a chart (see Appendix B) is provided
to aid in the visualization of the steps involved in
processing 16mm and 105inm film.
Processing
1. Computer operations run the COM program against
the data file and generate a magnetic tape. This COM
program contains control cards, unique to each COM
application, which yields data in the form of 105mm
microfiche. This formatting produces the fiche title
information and index and determine the placement and niimber
9
John M. Lusa, "Micrographic Usage Survey: Playing the
Trump Card", Infosystems, (April 1982), p. 38.
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of frames on the fiche. At the same time that the data are
being formatted, additional control cards are inserted that
direct the data to be transformed into microfilm (Ibmm or
105mm) instead of being printed on paper. (Because the
program that generates the report data contains an option to
output as microfilm or on paper, the original program logic
does not need to be modified in order to produce microfilm
output.)
2. Microfilm staff picks up the tape, logs-in the
job and threads the tape onto the COM recorder, adjusting
the controls for 16mm or 105mm film and inserting the proper
film.
3. COM unit transfers the data onto film at a rate
approximately 10,000 lines per minute.
4. Exposed film is developed to produce a positive
polarity print at a rate of approximately 100 feet of film
in 10 minutes.
5. To produce fiche, the 105mm roll film is cut into
6 inch lengths.
6. The fiche and 16mm roll film are duplicated on
vesicular film using an ultra violet process. This is a
reversal process which results in a negative duplicate of
fiche and film. The niamber of duplicate fiche is determined
by user requirements. One copy of the 16mm film is
generated.
7. A quality control check is made of each duplicate
fiche and roll to ensure legibility. In addition, the
12
density of the original 16iran roll film is gauged to verify
compliance with the archival standards. (Density is the
degree of contrast between the image and the backgound.)
These standards are established to ensure long term storage
life for the original film.
8. If a problem is identified with the duplicate
film or fiche, new duplicates are produced. However, if the
problem is a result of a poor quality original, the tape is
rerun on the COM unit and the process is repeated.
9. The 16mm duplicate film is inserted in cartridges;
originals are wound on spools and placed in a temperature
controlled microfilm library. The original fiches are stored
in a file cabinet.10.Duplicate fiche and film are distributed by hand
and interoffice mail to user departments. The computer tape
is returned to computer operations approximately three days
after distribution of duplicate fiche and film. This is to
provide adequate response time for users who may have
identified a problem with their work.^^
Source Document Microfilming Operation
The source document microfilming operation within the
Microfilm Operations Office entails the reproduction of
various paper doc^lments in a reduced format on microfilm,
^^Interview with Malcolm Williams, City of Atlanta's
Microfilm Division, Atlanta, Georgia, 7 July 1982.
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generally 16inm or 35inm microfilm. The benefits of micro¬
filming source docioments are similiar to those realized
through conversion of computer print-outs to COM applications:
space savings, distribution savings and ease of retreival.
In addition, source documents microfilming will provide for
better file integrity for records that may individually be
misplaced within a file. Individual records on microfilm
are in permanent sequence.
Processing
The following steps illustrate the current source
document filming process.
1. Records are received from user department and
prepared for filming. Preparation entails the removal of
staples and paper clips, flattening and smoothing folded and
wrinkled pages, and repairing torn pages. This is the most
time consuming step of the microfilming process, accounting
for 60-757o of the time required to microfilm a series of
records.
2. Film is loaded in either the rotary or planetary
camera and filming is begun. The two rotary cameras use 16mm
film and are capable of filming records up to approximately
14” by 14%”, which encompasses most general office forms,
correspondence and legal size documents. They are equipped
with automatic document feed devices that speed the filming
process. The planetary camera, which has been inoperable
for 2-3 years, uses 35mm film. It is designed to film large
14
drawings, bound ledgers, maps and oversize doctiments and
provides for high resolution images of these records.
(Resolution is the measure of the sharpness of the lines of
the image on film.) Targets describing the contents of the
record series contained on each segment of film are inserted
at the beginning of each roll and as a new series is started.
The end of each roll contains a statement that the micro¬
filming of records is done in the normal course of city
business and that records contained on the film are an
accurate copy of the original document. This statement
validates the microfilmed records as acceptable evidence in
State and Federal courts.
3. Exposed film is processed (developed) and duplicated
using vesicular film as the duplicate copy.
4. Duplicate film is inspected on a microfilm reader
to ensure legibility and the density of the original film is
checked to verify compliance with archival standards for
long term storage. (Density is the degree of contrast
between the image and the background.)
5. Problems with legibility identified in the quality
control check are corrected by refilming the effected records
and splicing the new film section into the original roll,
usually at the end.
6. The duplicate film is labelled and delivered to
the user department and the original documents are either
retreived by them or hauled to the city land fill and buried.
15
7. The original film is labelled and stored in the
temperature controlled library in the microfilm office. This
security copy can be duplicated if the user's copy is ever
11
lost or destroyed.
It can be assumed that the numerous steps involved in
the COM and source document microfilming operations are time
consuming, tedious and require a moderate amount of skill to
complete a satisfactory job. This description of the Micro¬
film Division and its functions was deemed necessary in
understanding its role in establishing a records management
program. The purpose of microfilm technology is to assist
in decreasing administrative disbrderliness which often
involves cutting down the paper shuffle and eliminating file
cabinets to increase office space. This description was also
necessary to show that one or two persons cannot effectively
monitor all processes involved in the microfilming function.
As a result, the problems of low production and frequent
errors stemming from employee dissatisfaction will continue
to prevail as long as the Division remains poorly organized.
A brief explanation of the main problems that exist within
the Division will be discussed in the next section.
Statement of the Problem
The City of Atlanta faces a critical situation in




experiencing considerable difficulty in storing and referenc¬
ing the documents that must be retained for public use.
Records with significant legal and historical value are in
jeopardy of being lost or destroyed due to a lack of
adequate management.
Every office in city government can benefit from a
records management program. However, the city will have to
comply with the State records management law and with various
State and Federal laws governing retention of municipal
records. This will ameliorate the city's critical office
space shortage by reducing the number of file cabinets needed
to store records through an increase in microfilming efforts
and the establishment of a schedule for transferring records
to an off-site storage center. It will increase productivity
and the delivery of service to the public by providing for
better referencing and indexing systems and better document
security.
In addition to the need for the City of Atlanta to
establish a systematic records management program, changes
are also needed in the Microfilm Division to provide for
greater cost effectiveness. Use of the current Computer
Output Microfilming (COM) unit, which transfers data from
magnetic tape to microfilm, constantly burdens the Division
with high maintenance costs and the equipment utilized are
unreliable due to frequent breakdowns. The problems of
keeping the Division adequately staffed has plagued the
17
department for over ten years. Also the city has a
decentralization problem relative to its microfilming
operation. There are several other departments within city
government that also have their own microfilming equipment
or operation separate from that of the city's central
location. This situation has caused the city to unnecessarily
incur additional costs.
The problems that the City of Atlanta faces as a whole,
stem from the dysfunctions that exist within the Microfilm
Division. However, the function of this office cannot be
examined properly without reference to the ultimate goal of
a microfilm operation to support a records management program.
Microfilming done outside the context of a comprehensive
management plan for the city records will not achieve optimum
results.
To reiterate, the problems that the Microfilm Division
faces that can affect the city government as a whole are:
(1) Lack of adequate nimiber of personnel to
accomplish the necessary micrographic
functions in a timely manner.
(2) Equipment is not up to date with latest
technology, or is not serviceable.
(3) While the City has adopted legislation
establishing a records management function
authorizing the designation of a records
manager and defining an administrative
committee to oversee this function, the
system never materialized.
(4) A few other departments within city
government also maintain their own micro¬
filming operations and this duplication
of microfilming operations present some
problems.
Ill, REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In February 1975, the Atlanta City Council passed an
ordinance establishing a records management office. The
ordinance called for the institution of a records management
system to include procedures and standards for continuous
removal and retiring of records having lost their utility.
Each department was to have implemented record management
policies, procedures and regulations for interfacing with
the Office of Records Management.
In 1981, the State Legislature amended the Georgia
Records Act to require records management activities in all
local jurisdictions. This act requires that the City
conduct an inventory of its records and prior to July 1,
1983, recommend to the City Council retention schedules for
these records. It further mandates that prior to January 1,
1984, the City Council adopt a records management plan
including the designation of a records manager, the
incorporation therein of all records retention schedules and
the establishment of records maintenance and security
procedures. The Georgia Records Act which was approved March
7, 1972 and amended in 1982 setsforth the following as its
purpose:
"To amend an Act known as the Georgia Records
Act, so as to provide for the maintenance, use
18
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preservation and destruction of certain records;
to provide for definitions; to provide for
certain duties and responsibilities of certain
governing bodies, offices and officers; to
provide for the destruction of records; and for
other pui^joses”. 12
The Georgia Code Annotated 40-811c as it applies to
the establishment of records management program by local
governments states that:
"Local governments are hereby authorized by
appropriate resolution or ordinance of the
governing authority to adopt and utilize the
State rules and regulations as a basis for
establishing a records management program.
Any court in this State is hereby authorized
to adopt and utilize the state rules and
regulations as a basis for the conduct of a
records management program. No records in
the custody of any court in this State shall
be aliened or destroyed except in accordance
with the provisions of this Chapter."13
The State, through promulgation of this statute
recognized and attempted to make local governments recognize
the importance of systematic management of public records.
The ordinance which was certified and adopted by the
Board of Alderman on February 7, 1973 and approved by the
City Council in 1974 is intended:
"To provide for the institution and maintenance
of a system of records management for the City
of Atlanta; to designate a records management
officer, to provide for duties of respective
designated people and departments of
government, to provide for the compliance
12
Atlanta, Ga., Georgia Records Act, As Amended (1982),
Sec. 1-18.
13
Atlanta, Ga., Georgia Records Act, Georgia Code
Annotated, (1975), Chapter 40-8c, Section 40-811c.
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with the Georgia Records Act of 1972 and for
other purposes”,!^
Not only have there been laws mandating the establish¬
ment of a records management program, but there have also
been various studies conducted to support its establishment.
In September of 1976, a proposal was submitted to the City's
Chief Administrative Officer from the Georgia State
University Institute of Urban Research and Service relating
to records management. The purpose of the proposal was to
suggest a cost effective records management program
implementation plan for the City of Atlanta. The Institute
cited that the cost effectiveness of the program and the
higher quality of service to the public of this method has
been documented at the federal, state and local levels of
government and by private organizations.^^ For example,
within 5 years of implementation, a records management
program saves a government 5 to 6 times the money which that
16
government spends for its records management operation.
It was estimated that if such a program was implemented,
Atlanta's savings were expected to exceed program cost every
year.
14
Atlanta, Ga., An ordinance passed by City Council and
adopted by the Board of Alderman, February 1973.
^^Institute for Urban Research, Proposal to Implement
a Cost Effective Management Program for the City of Atlanta,
Georgia State University; Atlanta, Ga., September 1976; p. 9.
16 Ibid.
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The proposal suggested a two-year implementation plan
excuted by the Institute for Urban Research and Service of
Georgia State University. During the critical first two
years of the records management project, a one hundred year
backlog of records must be cleared. Institute personnel was
to relieve records management personnel of specific
transferable duties. These included the training of city
personnel in records management transfer and reference
procedures, evaluation of cost-effectiveness of the program,
budget management and coordination and interface between
Institute personnel and records management personnel.
However, to achieve the maximum effect of the program, a
series of phases were outlined within the proposal to
facilitate the records management development.
As stated earlier, a records management system will
go beyond questions related to the microfilming activity
that provide for the protection of public records. This is
one of the many reasons most city governments resort to
micrographic technology to preserve and manage their records.
Basically, micrographic technology is the use of a
docximent miniaturization system that transfers information
on hard copy form onto microfilm or microfiche through the
usage of camera like equipment. The objectives that are
considered when micrographic technology is utilized as a
• ^^Ibid.
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part of a records management program are:
- to improve the efficiency of the current operations
- to reduce the cost of making information available
- to reduce the floor space requirements
- to insure the integrity of the filing and
preservation of data 2^0
- to use fewer spaces than the existing operation.
Usually the goal/objective plan of a records retention
program is similiar to that of a microfilm operation. In
October 1980, the Bureau of Budget Policy and Evaluation
proposed a program to develop a records management program
whereas records currently maintained by the Clerk or Council
will be inventoried and appraised and a records retention/
19
disposition schedule developed.
The goals of the City's intended records retention/
disposition program was to save space, time and money.
Probably one of the most visible improvements that the use
of microfilm technology can benefit an organization is by
providing offices with more functional space. In 1975, ABC
Management Consultants, Inc. conducted a space need analysis
for Atlanta's City government. Their analysis centered
around the functional space utilized by city government.
In essence, the main concern was how much of that fxonctional
18
Ben W. Fortson, Jr., "Manual of Records Management",
18 May 1978, Department of Archives and History, Atlanta,
Georgia.
19
Dick Layton, Proposal on a Records Management System
submitted to Commission Members of the National Archives
and Records Service, 8 October 1980, Bureau of Budget,
Policy and Evaluation, Atlanta, Georgia.
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space was used efficiently. With regards to records
management, the study pointed out that procedures and sources
for space uses and management should take into consideration
the needs for an effective records management system. The
Division bf General Services believed that such a system
would free significant amounts of space by eliminating the
presence of unnecessary filing cabinets. The study
acknowledges that management processes used by the City in
its space management reflects larger needs for formal poli¬
cies, procedures and management controls. For any system of
space management to fxanction optimally, it must be developed
within the context of a comprehensive and sound system of
managing, housekeeping and auxiliary government services.
The Microfilm Division was cited as one of the logical
places for lodging the central coordinative responsibility
for a space management system.
As pointed out earlier, the link between records
management and microfilming operations cannot be overlooked.
Microfilming is one tool available to a records manager to
provide for record security and ease of reference. Because
microfilming can be expensive, it is important for it to be
xmdertaken as a part of an organized records management
program so that records are recommended for microfilming
only after an analysis of legal and administrative value,
reference requirements and the need for long-term storage
have been determined. Without sucTi an analysis.
■24
microfilming will not be cost-effective.
The City of Cincinnati's Department of Buildings and
Inspections is one local governmental agency that decided
to establish a central records system using microfilm and
computers as a result of a crisis. In 1973, the Department
of Buildings and Inspection was faced with the threat of
revocation by the Ohio Board of Building Standards of the
20
City's authority to enforce the Ohio Building Code. In
response to this impending decertification, the city engaged
the services of the Building Officials and Code Admini¬
strators Incorporated (BOCA) to make a comprehensive and
in depth study of the building operations in an effort to
evaluate the effectiveness of its code enforcement activity.
As a result, BOCA recommended that the City implement a
central record/control section and hire a supervisor to
explore the problems of the department's record keeping.
It was recognized that numerous problems existed within
the department and that inadequate space was becoming a
major issue in many of the sections of the department. It
was found that important records were sometimes lost and
there was no central location to find the status of a
particular set of orders, complaints, etc. In addition, no
20
Robert J. Heheman, Successful Use of Microfilm and
Computers (Cincinnati: Department of Buildings and
Inspection*, Central Services Division, 1975), p. 1.
^^Ibid., p. 2.
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accurate record of how many current items were present was
known or how many activities were going on at the same
22
premises, for that matter.
The department recognized that it needed a system
which would offer record security, integrity and availability
at a reasonable cost. Also, the need for centralizing all
important records and the need to save space was an issue.
Consequently, the city purchased microfilm equipment and
data processing equipment to alleviate their record problems.
Although the change to a new system was drastic, the
implementation of such a system has been a success up to
date.
Nevertheless, when any city government finds it
necessary to implement a new program to benefit its
establishment, program analysis is imperative. Program
analysis provides managers and supervisors with information
and tools needed to more effectively carry out their
23
responsibilities and to evaluate employee performance.
The purpose of program analysis is to inform policy
officials about the relative costs and effectiveness of
various programs designed to achieve defined public program
^^Ibid.
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purposes. Usually there are at least six variables that
a program analyst should recognize before an evaluation of
a program can be made. These six variables are people,
25
equipment, facilities, space, time and job definition.
However, before these variables can be taken into account,
there are some concepts that should also be acknowledged.
Very important to program analysis is the idea of making
comparisons and using ratios to make those comparisons. As
a result, the cost-effectiveness of a program becomes more
apparent.
The City and County of San Francisco was one of the
many governmental institutions that recognized the
importance of program analysis. Program management was
implemented in the City and County of San Francisco with the
expectation that it would offer more meaningful choices to
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managers and policy makers. Increased public demands
for service, coupled with declining resources, made them
realize that to accomplish more with less called for the
implementation of a cost-effective approach. As a result,
the FIRM system, sponsored by the Mayor's Office, to the
o /
^Public Services Laboratories Planning, Programming and
Budgeting for City, State and County Objectives, State and
Local Finances Project, Georgetown University, Washington,
D.C., 1980.
^^FIRM PROJECT, p. 9.
^^Ibid., p. 91.
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management of limited resources was introduced into its city
government. The name "FIRM” stands for "Financial Information
and Resources Management." FIRM project staff developed a
computer assisted system for planning, budgeting and
27
performance reporting for San Francisco. Rather than
gathering information and making judgements on a line item
basis as was done in the past, the FIRM system was set up on
a program performance basis with an emphasis on objectives
28
and results. The system provides formal reports on
performance on a quarterly basis, showing information on
workload, efficiency, effectiveness, costs and revenue for
programs as a whole, as well as activities within programs
29and for sub-activities within activities.
In sum, the few examples that were used in this section
exemplify how some city governments found it necessary to
establish a records management system to improve their
administrative operations. However, the aspects of
efficiency, costs, and program analysis are all essential
elements that need to be taken into account to achieve
effectiveness, the importance of an efficient microfilming
operation should not be overlooked when analyzing the





The writer utilized a descriptive analytical approach
to assess the effects of the absence of a records management
program on operations in the Atlanta city government. This
analysis specifically was aimed at the possibility of the
Microfilm Division expanding and improving its operation
effectively, which in the long run, can be referred to as
the city's records management system. This approach also
involved a comparative analysis of the various alternatives
(specifically referring to the Division's equipment)
available to the city in order to develop an effective and
efficient microfilm operation. In addition, a listing of
the costs that may be incurred to improve the Division's
operations as a whole, along with the consequences of
implementing selected choices were also examined.
Primary Data
The intern assisted a budget analyst and the
Microfilm Division's supervisor in conducting personal
interviews with 32 departments and agency heads of the city.
The following are some of the city departments from which
persons were interviewed on a face to face basis: The
Department of Public Safety's Records Unit and Identification
Unit; the Police Bureau's Information System and the
28
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Department of Management Services.
Previously, information on how many departments within
city government that maintained a small microfilming
operation or housed microfilming equipment within their
offices were either guessed or roughly estimated. In this
regard, the interviews were aimed at obtaining some accurate
figures on such operations. In addition, these interviews
were also conducted in order to ascertain in the magnitude of
the city’s microfilming operations' duplication problems.
As a result, an attempt was made towards developing
alternative solutions to alleviate some of these problems.
Secondary Data
Sources of secondary data utilized in this study
included correspondences (letters, memos, budget preparation
sheets) written to City Council members and departmental
heads from the Microfilm Division's present and past
supervisors; data in the Division's daily worksheet book;
the City of Atlanta's Annual Recommended Budget Manual of
1982; the State of Georgia's Archival Center; previous
studies conducted by management consultants and universities
relevant to the subject matter of records management; books
and periodicals in reference to micrographic technology and
records management.
V, AN ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM
As stated earlier in this study, the Atlanta city
government is confronted with the following problems: lack
of adequate personnel, unreliable and outdated equipment in
the city's Microfilm Division, duplication among city
microfilming operations and the disregard for legislation
that has been passed mandating the establishment of a records
management program. Because so few problems have immensely
affected the city's administrative functioning, the following
discussion on the city's microfilming operations will be
provided in some detail. As a result, an analysis of the
problems that focuses upon the city's microfilming equipment,
personnel, decentralization and management of records is
provided.
Equipment
The COM unit and source doctiment microfilming operations
are the main components of the city's Microfilm Division.
In order to familiarize the reader with the various types
of equipment utilized in completing the processing tasks,
an inventory of the microfilm office's equipment that is
owned or leased is provided in this study.
30
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The following equipment is used in the Microfilm
















Paper Cutter owned cuts 105mm roll
film into fiche
McBeth Densitometer* owned measures denisty
of exposed film
Splicer* owned splices 16mm
roll film
Rewinder owned assists in load¬
ing cartridges
Cartridge loader owned inserts 16mm film
in cartridge
Bruning 200 Fiche Reader owned displays fiche
for quality
check
As for source document filming operation, the following
equipment is used. All of these pieces of equipment are
owned by the city.
Equipment Use
Itek Planetary Camera films large maps and drawings
3M Rotary Cameras (2) films legal & letter size
. documents
*A11 equipment starred in the COM operation are also
used in the source document microfilming operation.
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Equipment




displays and copies 16mm film
for quality check
The reason for the equipment listing is to show that
each use of equipment is dependent on the functions of
another. In the COM operation, the most important pieces
of equipment are the COM recorder and the 156 film processor,
whereas in the source document microfilming operation, the
rotary cameras and the 1635 film processor are the most
important. All these pieces of equipment serve as integral
parts in the effectiveness and efficiency of a microfilm
operation; the failure of the main pieces of equipment
specified above tends to stagnate productive output of the
Division.
It should be acknowledged that the city’s entire
inventory of microfilming equipment consists of over 45
pieces of equipment. Only 16 pieces of this equipment are
used on a daily basis.
An analysis of the equipment used within the Microfilm
Division reveals that several problems exist. The COM has
been operating within the Division for approximately 12-15
years, This piece of equipment is outdated in technology
and is difficult to replace parts and obtain repair service.
It is used in daily operation for critical informational
documentation such as revenue collection, water bills,
financial and payroll records as well as police incident
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reports. The frequent breakdown of this piece of equipment
causes a severe backlog in work production. Because the COM
unit's rate of depreciation has been overly extended, the
cost to maintain the equipment is approximately $2,000.00
per month. The satisfactory operation of the COM on a daily
basis for a full 8-hour day of productive work is both
unreliable and unpredictable.
Another piece of equipment on the Division's inventory
is the Itek Planetary camera. This camera serves an
important function in the Division since it was used for
filming large documents, such as maps, plans, engineering
drawings and boxmd ledgers. With this piece of equipment,
the Division was able to service the Building Department,
Parks and Recreation, Environments and Streets and the
Department of Aviation. Because the planetary camera has
been inoperative in the past few years, no filming has been
done of maps and drawings by the Microfilm Division's staff.
This backlog of work had once made it imperative to solicit
an outside contractor to perform this filming. The results
of this effort has so far been unsatisfactory.
In comparison to the COM operation, the equipment
utilized in the source document microfilming do not
contribute significantly to some of the Division's major
operational problems. In this case, the source doctiment
microfilming process is usually dependable and the workflow
from this operation runs smoothly on a daily basis.
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The only problem that occurs are infrequent breakdowns of
the processors used in developing the film. This is
anticipated because the processors used in both the COM and
source document operation are both 11 years old. The
processors are among the many pieces of outdated equipment
housed in the Division.
Personnel
Since the inception of the Microfilm Division in 1971,
it has experienced some staffing problems. For 10 years,
the bulk of personnel assigned to the Division has been CETA
employees, as such, the Division has never had adequate
permanent staff. The Division is presently staffed by a
Microfilm Operations Supervisor and two Microfilm Technicians
II. Approximately, one third time of one technician is
required to perform the COM operation in this office. The
remaining staff time of both technicians is directed toward
the source document filming operation. Two charts (see
Exhibits I and II) are provided on the following pages to
aid in fully understanding how the flow of activities in the
Microfilm Division affects the employees ability to be very
efficient and productive in their individual responsibilities.
The need for additional staff in the Microfilm
Division is a situation that has been continuously ignored
for some time now. Because of this, the Division has been
experiencing serious problems. First of all, employees are .
pressured to accept more work than they can handle. Because
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of this overload, departments in need of the Division's
services have had to wait for long periods of time for the
completion and return of their documents. As a result, the
Division has cut its previous services once rendered to
several city agencies that have records that are in
desperate need of microfilming. In addition, the quality
of the work that is microfilmed has decreased due to the
employees existing workload.
Employees have attested to correcting the same micro¬
filming job already completed at least 3 and 4 times per
week. Such repetitions are usually due to mistakes made
by employees as a result of the work overload. Moreover,
these errors result in additional cost to the division in
terms of both man hours and supplies. However, if the
Division had adequate staff, errors during the course of
microfilming can be minimized. Also, backlogs of documents
in need of microfilming have accxjmulated in the Division
because of the problem of inadequate staff. Not only does
the Division house dozens of boxes that store work awaiting
to be microfilmed, but such an accxomulation has reduced the
physical working space of employees. This has made the
working conditions for employees uncomfortable and
unpleasant. Nonetheless, if the Division were to be ade¬
quately staffed, this backlog of work in need of microfilming
could be performed within a relatively short period.
At one time, the Division was adequately staffed, and




Source: Chart was devised by Malcolm Williams (Supervisor of the City
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Source: Chart was devised by Mr. Malcolm Williams (Supervisor of
Che City of Atlanta's Microfilm Division).
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However, due to a cut in funds allocated to this department,
the Division's staff was severely reduced in May of 1981.
As was expected, this budget cut resulted in the elimination
of CETA employees, leaving only two permanent employees to
be responsible for the microfilming operations. Prior to
this reduction in staff, numerous requests were made for
additional permanent employees to maintain the efficient
operation of the Division. Despite these requests, the
budget analysts who made this decision to cut funds did not
fully recognize the negative impacts that such an action
would have on the Division's operations.
First of all, microfilming involves procedures that
must occur in an orderly manner. In addition, each
procedure involved should be assigned to at least one
individual. This exclusive delegation of responsibilities
to not more than two employees was one of the factors
completely ignored by budget analysts. The processes of
microfilming that must occur in a set order are as follows;
- storage of documents to be processed
- filming the documents
- processing and developing the film
- inspection of film
- retakes
- duplication of the original into the number
of needed copies of microfilm or microfiche
that departments request.
In addition, it should be pointed out that each process
mentioned above requires a certain amount of time be
allocated towards its completion in order to proceed to the
next step. Before this reduction in staff took place, the
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activities and the amount of time that the employees
30allocated toward various functions were as follow:
Activities

















It is important to emphasize the fact that in 1981, the
Microfilm Division was staffed by 8 employees, half of whom
were CETA employees and the division functioned at an
optimal level. This staff consisted of (1) Microfilm
Division Supervisor, (2) Microfilm Technicians II,
(3) Microfilm Technicians I (CETA); and (1) Typist (CETA).
Since the CETA employees positions have been abolished for
approximately 3 years, there has been a severe decrease in
productivity by as much as 75 percent. The Division is now
staffed by only two permanent technicians who are depended
upon to complete all the microfilming operations. For a
Division that previously provided services for eighteen
30
Malcolm Williams, Memorandtam on Creation of Permanent
Positions in the Microfilm Division, April 16, 1982, Atlanta
Ga. '
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departments, it now only services six. The termination of
CETA employees has caused an unending backlog of work, has
cut production by 75 percent, as well as inconvenienced the
various departments that utilize its services due to delays.
This Division is now unable to accept any new jobs because
of the personnel shortages alone. The Bureau of Buildings
has a countless number of plans and drawings to be placed on
microfilm. The Department of Aviation has approximately 3
complete floors of assorted documents housed in the old
Hartsfield terminal building that are in desperate need of
microfilming; and many other departments are experiencing
the same fate.
Duplication of Microfilming Operations
Although the city's Microfilm Division was designated
as the department to be responsible for the microfilming of
all docxxments of fiscal, legal, administrative and historical
value, there are other departments that have their own
microfilming operations. The departments that either have
microfilming equipment and/or have a small operation are:
Clerk of Council, Department of Aviation, Department of
Public Safety and the Municipal Revenue Collector's Office
in the Department of Finance. This duplication among the
various departments and the lack of adequate space to fulfill
their microfilming needs has also caused some problems.
The Bureau of Police Services, Division of Admini¬
strative Services have two microfilming operations: an
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Identification Unit and a Records Center Unit. In the
Identification Unit, an Identification Technician I is
assigned full-time to microfilm criminal records dating from
1916 to 1960. This person is responsible for auditing the
files, filming and processing the film. Within the last
3 years, approximately 166,000 files have been filmed,
releasing file space adequate to store five more years of
records. Between 60,000 to 90,000 files remain to be
filmed. In addition to these arrest files, this employee
microfilms fingerprints and book-in cards created when a
suspect is booked into the jail. Approximately 20 sets of
fingerprints are received daily and 60,000 book-in cards
are created annually.
The problems associated with inadequate staff,
outdated equipment, overcrowded file cabinets and low
productivity levels are also prevalent in the Identification
Unit. There is only one person responsible for all phases
of the microfilming process. It has taken this individual
3 years to film 166,000 files. If there were adequate
staff responsible for only specific segments involved in
the microfilming process, it would have taken an average
rate of four months to film those records. In addition,
this unit depends on equipment that is at least 11 years
old to complete all of their microfilming applications.' The
equipment breaks down quite often and its reliability is
very questionable.
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In the Records Center Unit, two employees microfilm
offense and accident reports: a Clerk II films the
documents; and a Clerk III supervises the operation.
Offense and accident reports are maintained in hard copy
(original paper form) for two years and then transferred to
16mm microfilm. Processing of this exposed film is handled
by the Identification Technician I in the Identification
Unit. The Clerk II's duties involves microfilming which
consists of retreiving, copying and distributing the records
stored in this office for use in court and by the public.
Due to the low volxome of work generated in this unit,
the Clerk II's microfilming duties can be classified as a
part-time assignment. This is because the majority of his
work efforts are expended to performing clerical duties
outside his assigned unit after all microfilming duties have
been completed. In addition, the salary that is allocated
to the Clerk II in this xanit is two grades higher than the
two Microfilm Technician II's employed in the City's
Microfilm Division. When comparing the two positions in
each agency, the Microfilm Technicians are receiving lower
pay for their full-time work efforts while the Clerk II is
receiving higher pay for his part-time work efforts toward
microfilming. Additional savings in salaries and operational
expenses could be realized by the city if all of the unit's
microfilming needs could be taken care of by one centralized
microfilming personnel on a full-time basis.
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Because the Clerk II is responsible for almost all of
the work assignments within the Unit, it seems unnecessary
to have another individual serving as a Clerk III - a
supervisor whose only function is to supervise. In
addition, the separation between this unit and the Records
Center is also questionable. The rationale for this
separation from the city's Microfilm Division is due to
confidentiality according to the Police Department. Although
confidentiality is a legitimate concern, the police documents
can still be protected if individuals who are employed to
deal with sensitive materials are subjected to security
clearance check as a condition for employment. Moreover,
the Georgia State Law of 1975 deals specifically with matters
relating to confidential documents and makes provisions for
31
punitive actions when it is violated.
The Municipal Revenue Collector's Office in the
Department of Finance also performs some microfilming on a
limited basis. Checks presented to this office for payment
of water bills and other charges are also filmed. The film
is processed by the City's Microfilm Division.
Again, it appears that the city continues to waste
financial resources on a fragmented operation. It is not
efficient to begin a job in one department and transfer it
to another department to complete it. This is one more
31State of Georgia, Georgia State Laws, 1975, p. 675.
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example of how the problems of duplication as well as the
lack of management of city records is manifested in city
government.
The duplication in the city's microfilming operations
is one of the causes of the many administrative problems that
plague some city agencies. Specifically, the need for a
records management system is critical when given the
responsibility of handling records of legal, fiscal,
historical and administrative value. The following
discussion highlights how the functions of some city
departments are contingent upon the establishment and
efficient operation of a records management program. In
addition, it focuses upon the relativeness of microfilming
and a records management system as interdependent functions
rather than two separate entities. Two departments have been
selected to demonstrate the effects that the absence of a
records management program have had on their operations.
The departments selected are the Clerk of Council's Office
and the Department of Aviation.
Clerk of Council's Office
In the Clerk's Office, new filing equipment has
recently been installed and old ordinances, dating from
1890 to 1960 have been transferred to the Atlanta
Historical Society for storage and preservation. The Clerk
of Council is requesting that the post 1960 ordinances
maintained within this office be microfilmed, including.
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ordinances generated at each current city council meeting.
These records total an estimated 616,000 pages, not
including the council minutes books and indexes. Currently,
this office is relying on advice from the state records
management office to assist with the development of records
retention, indexing and microfilming schedules. Nevertheless,
there is still a need for the employement of a full time
records manager who will assume the responsibilities now
performed by the state Records Management system.
Department of Aviation
The Department of Aviation faces a critical situation
with regards to the maintenance of its records. Thirty to
forty boxes of engineering drawings covering the new
terminal construction are in need of proper indexing and
microfilming. Records related to the old terminal are
stored in an insecured room at that site. Unmarked boxes
and file cabinets are stacked to the ceiling, from wall to
wall and many loose documents are piled in one corner and
littered across the floor. The content and value of these
records are unknown, and their future disposition is
uncertain. A records manager is needed to direct an
inventory of these records and to plan for their storage,
indexing, microfilming and disposal of inactive records.
The Department of Aviation will have to commit staff
resources to this project in order to salvage these records.
Because of the absence of a records management system, it
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can be asstimed that many offices in city government are
facing similiar situations in regard to the preservation
and maintenance of city records.
VI. ALTERNATIVES AND COSTS
Thus far, an analysis of the city's microfilming
operations and interrelated components involved has been
conducted. In addition, it has been shown that the link
between a records management system and microfilming cannot
be disregarded. However, to achieve an organized system,
the effectiveness of the microfilm operation has to be of
primary concern. It was pointed out that the microfilm
operation as a whole is plagued with numerous problems,
particularly antiquated equipment and inddequate personnel.
For these and other reasons, the city is unable to comply
with state laws mandating the establishment of a records
management program. To fully assess how the city's
microfilm operation can be improved, an examination of the
alternatives available to the city is discussed. However,
in making a decision based on effectiveness, the costs
involved in implementing a program should also be taken
into consideration. As a result, the option(s) that yields
the most benefits with the least cost(s) will be most
advantageous.
It should be acknowledged that the study was
originally initiated because of the need to replace old
equipment in the city's Microfilm Division. However, the
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main pieces of equipment that caused the analysis to take
place were the Itek Planetary camera and the Computer Output
Microfilming Unit. Because the planetary camera has been
totally inoperative in the past few years; there are only
three alternatives available: to contract out to a private
service bureau; to purchase or lease a new planetary camera;
or to purchase a refurbished planetary camera and perform
the services in-house. Although the Division had contracted
out its work to a service bureau in the past, such a
decision proved to be unsatisfactory. This unsatisfactory
work resulted from the service bureau not inspecting work
thoroughly once completed and keeping records that have been
assigned to be microfilmed for long periods of time. In
addition, the city's documents were not considered as
priority jobs. In this instance, records of administrative
value were not always readily available for office use for
over long periods of time.
Presently, the Division's goal is to obtain a new or
refurbished planetary camera to film all their bound ledgers,
drawings, maps, etc. In this way, they will have control
over their documents and the elimination of transporting
docximents back and forth will minimize possible destruction
and loss of valuable docvtments. Therefore, the only piece
of equipment that needs to be concentrated upon is the COM
unit.
The alternatives available to hiring additional staff
and centralizing the city's microfilm operation are secondary
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issues. It has already been shown that the hiring of
additional staff is an extreme necessity if the Division
is to improve upon its performance. Also centralizing all
city microfilm operations into one unit will bring
tremendous savings to city government as well as to its
taxpayers.
Because most problems that exist within the Microfilm
Division are related to the operation of equipment, the
alternatives available to city government will focus upon
the COM unit. Thus, the following discussion will highlight
each of five alternatives available to the city and the
outcome of implementing each one of them.
COM Operation
The following five alternatives are available to the
city in order to provide COM service to the City of Atlanta:
Alternative 1: Maintain an in-house COM operation, by
leasing a new piece of equipment
(Datagraphix Autocom). The lease and
maintenance cost for leasing this
equipment in 1982 is $26,832
Alternative 2: Maintain an in-house COM operation, but
buy a new piece of equipment as opposed
to leasing it. The purchase price,
less the salvage value of the old
equipment is $64,540
Alternative 3: Maintain an in-house COM operation, but
purchase a more up to date used
Datagraphix Autocom. The purchase price
less trade in value is $50,000
Alternative 4: Maintain an in-house COM operation, but
buy a smaller new piece of equipment.
Purchase price for a new mini Autocom
is $106,590
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Alternative 5: Contract all current applications to a
service bureau which would include the
charges for pick up and delivery
Each of these alternatives has its advantages and
disadvantages. Leasing a new COM unit eliminates the
initial capital expenditure but, at an annual lease price
of over $19,000, the equipment would be paid for almost
twice over a six year period, the approximate useful life
of the equipment. Alternatives 2 and 3 cover purchase of
the same equipment model. However, in alternative 3 the
COM unit is used, not new. For that reason the purchase
price, while significantly less than for the new unit, has
been depreciated over five years, one year less than the
new unit. Alternative 4, although the most costly, offers
a greater sophistication and flexibility in producing COM
work. It contains a mini-computer which will program the
COM formatting by reducing the time required for computer
operations to format the tape.
The service bureau alternative is the least costly
of all alternatives. This is primarily because the current
volxome of COM applications in the city is not enough to
justify purchase of the equipment. An advantage of the
service bureaus alternative is that they are equipped with
mini-computer COM unites that will result in reduced
computer processing time for the city, a feature that would
cost over twice as much annually as a service bureau
contract if the city purchases such equipment. (see Alter¬
native 4)
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The primary disadvantage of a service bureau is the
loss of direct control over the function. Computer tapes
are picked up by service bureau personnel, the work is
processed and the end product is returned along with the
tapes. Control of the process by the City would be
exercised by monitoring pick-up and delivery schedules,
verifying tape return and reporting quality control
complaints.
As a means of reducing the cost of COM service,
whether in-house or through a service bureau, two changes in
the current system are explored: an increase in reduction
ratio and a change in format. (Reduction radio is alterat-
ing the size of a image that appears on a strip of film.)
By increasing the reduction ratio from 42x to 48x, data can
be stored at a greater density on fiche and film. This will
decrease by approximately one-third the film and fiche
requirements for COM applications. However, viewing
equipment lenses may have to be replaced in order to properly
project the film at this new reduction ratio. These lenses
costs approximately $50 each. Currently the city owns or
leases approximately 40 microfilm readers and reader
printers.
Another change which can result in cost savings is
to convert all applications to fiche and eliminate 16mm
film use. The cartridge is a costly component of COM
application, at approximately $3 each, and conversion of
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all fiche would eliminate this cost. Before either of these
changes can be effected, each user must be contacted to
determine the t3rpe of viewer used, the cost of lens change
and the appropriateness of fiche rather than film for their
application. It is possible that in converting applications
to fiche, some offices will require a new convertable reader
that accepts either fiche or film in order for users to
continue to view the existing reports that are on 16mm film.
Implementation of these two changes can result in an
annual savings of between $1,300 and $2,900 respectively,
for work processed in-house or at a service bureau. This
does not include the cost of equipment modifications.
Nevertheless, the service bureau option proved to be the
option that will bring the most savings to the City.
VII. CONCLUSION
The objective of the study is to point out the various
problems within the City of Atlanta which acted as
obstacles to the city's numerous efforts to establish a
records management program. However, the underlying problems
that indirectly affected the city's establishment of such
a program began in the city's Microfilm Division. The
effects of these problems that originally began in this
Division impacted negatively on the City of Atlanta as a
whole.
The problems that are confronting the city, with
respect to records management, originates from the Micro¬
film Division's operations. This department suffered for
approximately 11 years before a realistic step was taken
towards improving its operation. The Division never had
an adequate permanent staff to carry out its duties and
responsibilities efficiently. In addition, the Division's
reliance on outdated equipment contributed to delays in
completing various assignments. Not only did the Division
continue to operate with an inadequate staff and
unreliable equipment, but the city continued to ignore the
various pieces of legislation that mandated the Division
to act as the foundation in the establishment of a records
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management program. In this instance, it was obviously
overlooked that the functions of the Microfilm Division
and the establishment of a records management program are
two systems that are very much interrelated.
In order to establish an effective records management
program that will be responsible for records of legal,
fiscal, historical and administrative value, the implemen¬
tation of micrographic technology cannot be omitted.
Although such a system may be expensive in cost, the benefits
will certainly outweigh such a factor if properly implemented
and managed.
The city has just begian to recognize the serious
effects that the absence of a records management program may
have on its administrative functions. After Mayor Young
finalized his reorganization plan in July of 1983, some
improvements in the Microfilm Division were effected. The
Microfilm Division is now recognized as the Records
Management Unit. Also, a records manager and records
analyst have been hired to handle the city's important
documents. In addition, the COM operation now contracts all
its applications out to a service bureau and source documents
microfilming remains an in-house operation.
Currently, the Microfilm Division's supervisor is
still trying to acquire'a secretary to handle the Division's
clerical work. He is also trying to acquire a planetary
camera to take care of its backlog of work that has
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acctimulated in his office over three years. If such
requests are met, then the hiring of additional microfilm
technicians will be an asset in completely improving and
upgrading the Division.
VIII. RECOI[b^F.NDATIONS
A thorough examination of the city's need for an
upgraded Microfilm Division as well as the need for an
organized records management program has been provided in
this study. In an attempt to address the problems that have
been identified in this analysis, the following recommen¬
dations are made:
1, It is necessary to establish a records management
program and hire a records manager. In order to conform
with State law and to increase the efficiency of city
operations, that action is mandatory.
Cost 1983 1984
Records Manager 20,57.4 21,393
Salary Range 70
(approximate)
Employee Benefits 5,555 5,776
1'25' TTTW
2. Add two Microfilm Technicians I and a permanent
part-time Typist II to the Microfilm Office. Staff increases





2 Microfilm Technician I $19,464 $20,166
Employee Benefits at 11% 5,255 5,445
Additional Operating 2,500 3,500
Supplies
Part-time Typist II 5,041 5,230
Employee Benefits at 11% 1,361 1,412
$23;'6'2T $35,75'J
3. Purchase a Planetary Camera. Many offices in
the city government have a critical need for microfilming of
maps, drawings and bound ledgers. Acquisition of a plane¬
tary camera and assignment of a full-time technician to this
function will assist these offices in organizing and






4. Develop an Evaluation and Recommendation form for
request to Microfilm. Not all records should be microfilmed;
therefore, it is important to analyze the retention and
reference requirements of a records series, as well as its
volxime, before microfilming is undertaken.
5. Develop a work program. Development of a work
program will serve as an effective management tool for the
allocation of staff time and other resources.
6. Evaluate Archival Requirements. Currently, fiche
is not checked for archival quality nor is it stored in the
temperature-controlled library.
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7. Convert COM Applications to 48x and all Microfiche.
By doing this, the city can realize cost savings in its COM
operation by the elimination of the costly cartridge used
in 16mm film applications and by increasing the number of
pages per fiche.
8. Contract out COM applications to a service bureau
and continue to perform source docxoment microfilming
in-house.
9. Increase COM volume. When the city does decide to
utilize the service bureau for their COM applications, it
should make every effort to increase the volume of the COM
work by shifting computer output from hard-copy printouts
to microfiche or microfilm.10.Development of a files management system for the
COM applications. This file would include:
- user department
- contact person and phone number
- use of report
- report characteristics (length, frequency)
- viewing equipment
- format (105mm, fiche of 16mm film) and
justification
- nvimber of copies
- archival requirements
- confidentiality requirements
- special handling required
- distribution instructions
- length of time original fiche or film to be




Records Manager $26,129 $27,169
2 Microfilm Technicians 24,719 25,611
Supplies 2,500 3,500
Part-time Typist 6,402 6,642










OUTLINE OF PROPOSED CHARTER AMENDMENTS
ADJUSTMENTS
OUTLINE OF PROPOSED CHARTER AMENDMENT ADJUSTMENTS
Major adjustment provides for "unification” of the budget
process and functions by transferring the principal duties
assigned to the Office of Budget, Audit and Management to
the Department of Finance.
- Creates a Bureau of Budget and Management
Analysis (formerly Budget and Grants
Management).
- Creates a Bureau of Program and Performance
Evaluation (formerly Management Audit).
- Provides for the activities of these bureaus
to be coordinated and directed by a Deputy
Commissioner of Finance for Budget,
Management and Evaluation (formerly. Chief,
Office of Budget, Audit and Management).
Transfers the records management/microfilm function from the
Office of Budget, Audit and Management to the Department of
Administrative Services, Bureau of General Services.
Transfers the management systems planning functions from the




SECTIOy 4; Pirt IZ "FuacClons aod Duties of Verloue Oepertaencs of the
Executive Breach”, Section 9, be end is hereby deleted In Its entirety, eod the
fellovlng Inserted In lieu thereof:
"Section 9. The Oeoertaene of Finance.
(e) tn addition to the general quallflcetlona hereinbefore set out, the
CoMlssioner of the Oepartaenc of finance shall poeaesa experience la at least
tvo of the follo«#lng fields at a supervisory level: Inforaatloa Systsa
(eoaputer usage). Accounting, Auditing, fund Investaent, fund Custody,
Ksnagesent Analysis, Budget forsulatlon. Budget Execution, Msaageaent Reporting
end/or Bond tssusnce, loeludlng financial planaing therefor, financial lease
analysis or negotiation, and financial legislative fiscal analysis. Such
experience aay be In either previous private eaployment or previous goverment
eaployaent.
(b) The Depertaent of finance ehall consist of the follovlng Bureeue:
(1) Bureau of Budget aod Managenent Analysis;
(2) Bureau of Prograa and Perforvance Evaluation;
(3) Bureau of Accounting and Budget Adalnlstreclon;
(4) Bureeu of Treeeury, Licensing and Eaployee Benefice;
(5) Bureeu of financial Analysis end Auditing.
(e) The functions and dudes of Che Bureau of Budget and Management Analyals
and the Bureau of Program and Performance Eveluatlon shall be coordlneted and
directed by e Deputy Commissioner of finance for Budget, Hangement, and
Evaluation.
(d) Tha fuaetlona and dutlea of the Department of finance, in addition to Its
reoponelbllitlea to the Council and to any set forth In the Charter, as the same
relate to iCa reaponalblllcy to the Executive Branch, shall be ee follovs:
/I) Maintain all genaral accounts of the city govarnaant;
prescribe, loatall end Implement accounting ayotema of
the city goverT«enc end Ice respective branches,
depercments, offices, boards and commissions and other
egenclee thereof; audit, verify and process paymant of
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•II dlabursenencs of che city, ind aalneiin an original
•nd official copy of all concracta and laaaaa encorad
Into Ln which Che city 1« a party;
v2) Adslnlatcr the payroll of the City of Aclaoca, cha financial and
accounting aapaccs of the panalon sysca* and baoaflta, Inauranca
prograaa and cha cradle xmlon;
(3) Haincalo Ualaon «rlch the Oapartaaoc of Adalnlacratlaa Satvleaa to fur*
alsh Inforaatlott coneamlng paoalon systaas aad baaafita, insurance
prograaa sod the cradle union; provide fiscal Infomation data and
raquirenants for psoslon, Ufa Insurance, sod other anployea bensflC
prograss;
(i) Konicor aaaasaaanc and receipt of returns on taxable property; collect
revenues. Including racelelog and taking custody of all aonlea psld to
the city aad danandlng all ■onles sod fees ovlng to the city whenever
any person, fin or corporation Is lodebcad to the city; keep proper
books containing a full and accurate account of all aonles received and
disbursed;
(5) Cxealne and audit accounts and financial transactlens of all officers,
brsnehss, departnents, boards, offices, eowlsslona and other agencies
of the city;
(6) Adalnlstsr the tresstiry ftmcclons, including che euecody and invescaenc
of ftfflds;
,.7) Conduct continuous studies sod analyses to identify sod secure new
•ourcce of revenue;
Adnlnlscer all licensing procedures applicable to persons, flras and
eorporstlons sngaged In a business, occupation or profession (but
excluding such penits and licenses as are specifically Issued by ocher
departaents) and snforee the business license ordinance;
(9) Gather fiaeel Infornacion end data for the preperstloo of the capital
iaproveaenee progrsa and the on#raclng budget; provide such Infomation
to Che aeyor, Che Budget Coaolssloo and Finance ConmlCCee, and the
Council
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(10) Prtpar* alLocwnc teh^dultt «nd pvrsonnvl eoncrolss r«vl«« vontMT*
fuftrttrljr p«rfonMne« rtparct with d«partMnct, eh* Kpror «nd th« Chief
Ardalfiiscreclv* Officer; prepere parforaence repartlng tfecaa for the
Mfor depleciof pro«reea In earrylnt out budget eork prograae, objec*
elvee end ectt«ltl«o;
(11) Provide aonefeaeac eealrceece ce deparceeoci; cooduct etudlet of proce*
duree, procoeeee, end eerk aethedi end eeetic la the davelopaenc of
perfonienco end lapact aeeotffeeenep;
(12) Develop bond foruaiae end edalnieter debt:
(13) Provide fteeel fnforaecloe, date end reaulreaeott oa the leaee of clC7
faellltlea and netotlacloaa aad aaka reeMeendatlooe according If;
(14) Provide floeal Infotvatloa, data ead regulrwenta oa leglelatlve aattere
affecting the city at the etate eod federal levela ead aaka recoaaen**
datlono eceordlnglf;
(ISI Provide for the Ifouance of boodo. Including flnaaelal planning ther^
for, financial laeae enaifele or oegocletioo, end financial legieletive
ftacal enalfole;
(14) Prepare leag*renge ead ehort-range eirport aad uacer/severege financing
plana;
(17) Prepare recaaaondtd budget pollciee end prlorltlee for the aaror, pr^
pare the eettial capital taproveaencs progrea la cooforaeneo vtch the
elt7*s edepted coaprehaoelre developaent plan, and prepare the elrf’e
annual operating end capital budgets In tlne*lt«a fora for the purpose
of aeking recoeaendatlooa to the council;
(18) Conalder budget appeals froa departaent heeds ee they relate to adopted
budget pollciee;
(If) Ievlev end recoaeend to the aayor proposed changes eod oodlfIcetlone to
the adopted budget;
(20) Conduct budget hearings end enalyeee at the direction of tho aaror and
the chief ^«lnXatrectve officer.
(21) Prepere budget ferae eod Inetruetlooa, end prooulgate budget prepare*
tten procedures to departaente end egeoclee; eod
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(22) I*«tm d*p«rtMnc«i act lew aa thar ralaca to cwpllaaca vltti
astakllihad |oali tod poltelaa: eeordlnata city |oaia and podclaa vith
theaa ol ocSar (ovariaaatal and prlTata aaanclaa;
(23) PartedleallT aaaluata Inter- and Intra-dapatcwntaX opatattaw and
fiaictlow to datanlno taaulta, afftc loner, of fact loanaoi and need for
prograa precaoa, ertaalaacloo or poller ci>an«oa;
(24) taolao and eoordlnato ordtnancoo aod raoolutleno ouholttod to clCr
council (roo the oarlouo elcr dapartnanta and adonclao:
(23) rroolda ooarail ODOttorind and aoalrala ot tha eltr'i Grant pro|raaa.
SCCTtOW 3! That a eepr of thla propoaad aoandoant to ttm Charter of ttM ClCr of
Atlaata, Caorfla (Ga. U. 1373, p. 2188, approaad Hardi 16, 1373), aa wended,
ahall bo filed la tha Offtea of tha Clark of Cauacll and la tha Offleeo of tha
Clarha of tha Saparter Courta of faltoa Countr and OaCalb Couatr and chat
'Natlea of Propoaad Aaendaant to tha Charter of tha Clcr of Atlanta', attached
harata, narked 'Zahlbtt A* aod aada a part of thla ordlnanco, ba publlahad oaca
a weak for chraa weaka In a nawnpaper of general circulation la tha Cltr of
Atlanta and la tha official organ of Pulton Couatr, and that a eopr of aald
adrartlaaaant ba attached to tha ordinance prior to Ita flaai adoption br tha
Couaell of tha Clrr of Atlaata,
^CCTI0II_6: That all tawa, ordloancaa, and parta tharaef la conflict harawlth ba
and are harakp repealed
APPENDIX B
COM PROCESSING FLOW CHART
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